Greetings to Lazor supporters:
Just received the following letter from Lazor to be
forwarded to all after a recent update. This involves the
need for a letter to his attorney in support of the argument
to the judge re the Pending Motion for Habeas Corpus
release. Some of you have already written, and we
appreciate that. This is a reminder and a guide to those
who could still respond.
“THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT LETTER I’ve
ever written you concerning my freedom, far more than
any past letter regarding parole hearings. Our State
Supreme Court has just issued a watershed case days ago,
which contains a decisive precedent that the judge who is
sitting on my two year old Motion for Release could use
in ORDERING MY IMMEDIATE RELEASE. This all
hinges on whether my imprisonment meets the quoted
standard of being such that it “SHOCKS THE
CONSCIENCE”. Most judges get buried in ‘legalese’
and lose sight of OBJECTIVE reality concerning what 35
years means to normal people. So I need as many of my
Supporters as possible to express their SHOCK in their
own words in a brief letter to my attorney to be used as
evidence in court."
"This may FINALLY be my last chance to be
released! Please send your email, FAX, or letter soon as

my case could be decided within a couple weeks. Send
to: (Whichever is most convenient)"
Eric Weaver, Attorney At Law
email: weaver115208@gmail.com
FAX: 510-527-1450
Mail: P.O. Box 6294, Albany CA 94706
Please copy Ken Masat: email:
kenmasat1@gmail.com and he will forward a copy to
Lazor for his records.
The following are some guidelines:
In your own words you can make comments such as
Lazor’s imprisonment has been “unbelievable”,
“bewildering” “Shocking to one’s conscience”, etc. He
came from a flawless background and an asset to
society. All those years for an apparently self-defense
shooting that California later legalized in defense of one’s
home. Has served more time for 2nd degree murder than
many have for 1st degree. Not a threat to society. Selfdefense shooting only incident of violence, after which he
called police and ambulance. Many offers to accept him
back into civilian life. Long list of dedicated followers
who are respected on the outside speaks for itself.

No cover letter required. Just address it to Mr.
Weaver. You could write APPEAL FOR FREE LAZOR
#73842 across the top.

To: Eric Weaver, P.O. Box 6294, Albany, Ca 94706, or
email: weaver115208@gmail.com Weaver’s FAX is: 510527-1450Eric Weaver
This email is being sent in support of Freedom of PF
"Free" Lazor. I have been educating myself about his
case and have communicated with him via US Mail. It is
shocking to my conscious that Mr. Lazor has spent 35
years of imprisonment for a case of self defense. Given
Mr. Lazor was a model citizen before this incident, I find
this sentence incredibly harsh, cruel and unusual. Please
use your influence and position of authority to bring
about freedom for Mr. Lazor.
The list of books below are just a small sample showing
that we have major problems with our prison
system. Please give us some good news and hope in the
system and set Mr. Lazor Free.

License to Lie: Exposing Corruption in the Department of
Justice by Sidney Powell
NOT GUILTY: The Unlawful Prosecution of US Senator
Ted Stevens by Rob Cary
The Kennel written by: Dr.Kent Hovind
The Terror Factory: Inside the FBI's Manufactured War
on Terrorism by Trevor Aaronson
Rise of the Warrior Cop: The Militarization of America's
Police Forces by Radley Balko
Blind Injustice: A Former Prosecutor Exposes the
Psychology and Politics of Wrongful Convictions by Mark
Godsey
The Conviction Factory: The Collapse of America's
Criminal Courts by Roger I. Roots
Thank you,
Rudy Davis
972-839-9848

